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Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?
– Lexical distinctions?



Color terms



Caffé

• Espresso
• Americano
• Coretto
• Doppio
• Freddo
• Caffé Hag (decaffinato)
• Latte
• Macchiato
• Marocchino
• Stretto
• Cappucino (cappucio)



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?
o Lexical distinctions



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?
o Lexical distinctions
– Grammatical categories?



Mohawk

• ka-rák-Λ
NnS-white-STAT

‘It is white.’
• ka-wis-ahútsi thíkΛ.

NnS-glass-black that
‘That glass is black.’

• t-yo-ya’t-Λ’-Λ
CIS-NsO-body-fall-STAT

‘It has fallen.’
• T-a’-ka-wís-Λ’-ne’ thíkΛ.

C-F-NsS-glass-fall-PNC that

‘That glass fell.’



Mohawk

• ka-rák-Λ
NnS-white-STAT

‘It is white.’
• ka-wis-ahútsi thíkΛ.

NnS-glass-black that
‘That glass is black.’

• *ká-rak-s
NsS-white-HAB

‘It (habitually) whites.’

• t-yo-ya’t-Λ’-Λ
CIS-NsO-body-fall-STAT

‘It has fallen.’
• T-a’-ka-wís-Λ’-ne’ thíkΛ.

C-F-NsS-glass-fall-PNC that

‘That glass fell.’
• T-ka-yá’t-Λ’-s

C-NsS-body-fall-HAB

‘It (habitually) falls.’
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o Lexical distinctions
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Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?
o Lexical distinctions
o Grammatical categories
– Systematicity?



English

• The man sees the turtle.

• The turtle sees the man.



Kayardild

• Bangaa dangkaya kurrija.
Bangaa kurrija dangkaya.
Dangkaya bangaa kurrija.
Dangkaya kurrija bangaa.
Kurrija bangaa dangkaya.
Kurrija dangkaya bangaa.

‘The man sees the turtle.’
‘The turtle sees the man.’



Kayardild

• Bangaa dangkaya kurrija.
Bangaa kurrija dangkaya.
Dangkaya bangaa kurrija.
Dangkaya kurrija bangaa.
Kurrija bangaa dangkaya.
Kurrija dangkaya bangaa.

‘The man-SUBJ sees the
turtle-OBJ.’



Hawai’ian Pidgin English

• Inside dirt and cover and blanket, finish
‘They put the body in the ground and covered it with
a blanket and that's all.’

• Me cape buy, me check make.
‘He bought my coffee; he made me out a check.’
‘I bought coffee, I made him out a check.’



Hawai’ian Creole English

• ‘Permanent/essential’ properties:  ø.
– Da baby cute.

‘The baby is cute.’

• ‘Temporary/accidental’ properties: stay.
–  Da water stay cold.

‘The water is cold.’

• Compare Spanish ser vs. estar.



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?
o Lexical distinctions
o Grammatical categories
Systematicity



Some characteristics of human language

• 5 characteristics of language use and meaning
– semanticity (words can be about external things in the world)
– arbitrariness (word meaning is symbolic, not iconic)
– prevarication (language can be used to lie)
– displacement (we can refer to objects and events distant in place

and time from the speech event; “black scorpions”)
– reflexiveness (language can refer to itself and its properties)

• 3 characteristics of language structure
– discreteness (the pieces are discrete, not continuous)
– duality of patterning (small number of sounds combine to make

words, finite number of words make sentences)
– productivity (number of possible utterance types is infinite)
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Semantic Primes

From Goddard and Wierzbicka (2002) Meaning and Universal Grammar.
List based on study of roughly 30 languages from many areas/families.



Recursion

1) Mr. Burns bribed Mayor Quimby.
2) Bart claims that Mr. Burns bribed Mayor

Quimby.
3) Lisa insists that Bart claims that Mr. Burns

bribed Mayor Quimby.
4) Marge’s been saying that Lisa insists that

Bart claims that Mr. Burns bribed Mayor
Quimby.

5) Homer thinks that Marge’s been saying that
Lisa insists that Bart claims that Mr. Burns
bribed Mayor Quimby.

 



Recursion



Recursion

From:  Hauser, Chomksy and Fitch, 2002, ‘The Faculty of Language: What is it,
who has it, and how did it evolve?’ Science 298.



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?

Systematicity

Semanticity/Displacement
– Semantic primes

 Productivity
– Recursion



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?

Systematicity

Semanticity/Displacement
– Semantic primes

 Productivity
– Recursion

• Discreteness?



Pirahã



Pirahã

• An indigenous
language spoken in
several villages along
the Maici River, in the
Lowland Amazonia
region of Brazil.



Pirahã

• The Pirahã people
maintain a hunter-
gatherer existence
and reject assimilation
into mainstream
Brazilian culture.

• Little contact with the
outside world,
evidently as a matter
of choice



Pirahã

• Approximately 150-
200 speakers.



Pirahã

• Approximately 150-
200 speakers.

• Most of the men and
all of the women are
entirely monolingual.



Pirahã

• Documented most
extensively by linguists
Dan and Keren
Everett  (originally for
SIL) over the past
thirty years.



Pirahã Exceptionality

• According to Dan Everett, Pirahã contains
several unexpected ‘gaps’:
– No numbers or quantifiers
– No color terms
– An unusually small set of pronouns

– No embedding (and maybe no recursion at all)
– An unusually small set of kinship terms



Numbers and Counting

• No grammatical
number marking:



Numbers and Counting

• And no numbers,
either:
– hói ‘small amt’

– hoí ‘larger amt’

– báagiso
‘many/group’

– ‘ogií ‘big’



Gordon 2004



Quantification

• All children like fish.
Children like fish.
Most children like fish.
Some children like fish.
No children like fish.

• The child ate all the fish.
The child ate most of the fish.
The child ate some of the fish.
The child ate none of the fish.



Quantification

• Pirahã appears to
use the same
scalar terms for
lots of quantities:
– ‘ogi ‘big’

– hói ‘small amount’



Quantification

• Pirahã appears to
use the same
scalar terms for
lots of quantities:
– ‘ogi ‘big’

– hói ‘small amount’



Quantification

• This looks like
quantification:
– báaiso ‘whole’

– gíiái ‘piece/part’



Quantification

• But Everett says no:
In the following examples someone has
just killed an anaconda and upon seeing
it, utters 16a. Someone takes a piece of
it, and after the purchase of the
remainder the content of 16a is
reaffirmed as 16b. In the English
equivalent, where the same context is
assumed, when the statement “He will
likely buy the whole anaconda skin” is
followed by the removal of a piece in
full view of interlocutors, it would
simply be dishonest and a violation of
the meaning of ‘whole’ to say, “He
bought the whole anaconda skin,” but
this is not the case in Pirahã.



Color Terms

• “All four terms for black, white, red/yellow, and green/blue are used
by all speakers with clearly defined ranges and very high consensus
(100% maximum in all cases) in the term maps. There is also
considerable uniformity in the individual naming arrays. No other
terms were recorded in the naming task.” – Steve Sheldon, in Kay et
al. World Color Survey (U of C Press), reporting on field experiments.



Color Terms

• But Everett says that
none of these are
basic lexical items.

• He further questions
the validity of
Sheldon’s results,
suggesting that the
observed agreement
may be spurious.



Pronouns

• No number distinctions:
– ti ‘first person’

– gi/gia ‘second person’

– hi ‘third person’
– ‘i ‘third person feminine’
– ‘is ‘third person nonhuman’



Recursion

• “One more unusual feature of Pirahã,
perhaps the strangest of all, is the absence
of clear evidence for embedding. Indeed,
the evidence suggests that Pirahã lacks
embedding altogether.” – Dan Everett
(2005, p. 628)



Recursion

• What looks like sent-
ence embedding is
really just ‘paratactic
conjunction’ of a noun
(‘arrow making’) and a
sentence (‘he knows’,
lit. ‘he sees well’).



Recursion

• Similarly for
temporal clauses,
conditionals, etc.



Pirahã Exceptionality

• What do we make of all of this?  Before we assess
the data, let’s consider Everett’s explanation.

• According to Everett, the Pirahã people do not
create fiction, nor do they have creation stories
or myths, unlike speakers of closely related
languages in the area.

• This leads to an interesting hypothesis about the
relation between culture and grammar.



Immediacy of Experience Principle

• “Declarative Pirahã utterances contain only
assertions related directly to the moment
of speech, either experienced (i.e. seen,
overheard, deduced, etc. – as per the range
of Pirahã evidentials) by the speaker or as
witnessed by someone alive during the
lifetime of the speaker.” (Everett 2007, p.4)



Immediacy of Experience Principle

• No recursion
Embedded sentences are not assertions

• No numbers, quantifiers or color terms
Involve generalizations beyond immediate
experience; numbers may require recursion

• Kinship terms
No relations beyond life expectancy (40yrs)

• Pronouns
No need for variables



What’s at stake

• “With respect to Chomsky’s proposal [of
Universal Grammar], the conclusion is
severe – some of the components of so-
called core grammar are subject to cultural
constraints, something that is predicted not
to occur by the universal grammar model.”
(Everett 2005, p. 622)



The nail in the coffin

• “Everett also argues that the Pirahã language is the final
nail in the coffin for Noam Chomsky’s hugely influential
theory of universal grammar.” – The New Scientist

• “At [UG’s] core is the concept of ‘recursion’, defined as
the ability to build complex ideas by using some thoughts
as subparts of others, resulting in subordinate clauses. The
Pirahã language has none of these features; every sentence
stands alone and refers to a single event…. Professor
Everett insists the example of the Pirahã, because of the
impact their peculiar culture has had upon their language
and way of thinking, strikes a devastating blow to
Chomskian theory.” – The Independent



How exceptional is Pirahã?

• Before proponents of
UG abandon it and
start looking for
another problem to
solve, it makes sense
to take a closer look
at the Pirahã ‘gaps’.



Numbers

• Languages vary in their number systems, with
base 5 or 10 systems most common, but ‘1, 2,
many’ systems also well-attested.

• To determine whether hói and hoí do or do not
mean 1 and 2 – and whether it matters from the
point of view of semantic universals – we need to
assess the role of imprecision:
– I bought {3, 5, 10, 11, 15, 17, 20, 23} bagels.



Quantification

• The same goes for
quantification: this
example is not
necessarily evidence
that báaiso does not
mean ‘all’, since this
could be a case of
imprecision. Just
because (16b) would
be dishonest in a
Western context,
doesn’t mean it would
be in a Pirahã context.



Imprecision

• Sometimes we use sentences that are literally
false in informative ways:  this is ‘loose talk’:
– I arrived at 3pm.

– The quarter is all done.

– No one wants to take ten courses at once.
– The container is full.

• The conditions under which this is licensed are
variable and conditioned by all sorts of
extralinguistic factors.



Imprecision

• Adults and children show different tolerances for
imprecision in an experimental task involving the
interpretation of gradable adjectives in definite
NPs (Syrett, Kennedy and Lidz 2006, 2007).
– the big N

– the long N

– the spotted N

– the full N



“Please give me the __ one.”

√

√

√

√

√

√

*  2!

*  0!











Imprecision

spotted/less spotted non-full/less full

'Give me the ____ one.'
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?

“They’re both spotted!”
(adults and children)

“There’s no full one!”
(adults only)



Imprecision

• Children took
significantly longer
to respond to the
non-full/less full
item than any other
item, which
suggests that they
are performing a
calculation to determine whether the request was ‘close
enough to true’ to allow them to behave in a way that
would satisfy the experimenter’s request.

• Could something similar be going on in the Pirahã case?



Generic quantification

Even though there is a certain “quantif-
icational smell” here, the truth conditions
are not the same for generics as for
quantificational readings. In fact, I and
others who have visited the Pirahã have
misunderstood statements like these
and/or their literal translations because we
do translate them into Western languages
as generic, universal quantification. These
never mean that all beings with blood, for
example, fail to inspire fear. That there are
always exceptions is understood by the
utterer and the hearer. It seems, though,
that such sets conform to the postulate of
cultural constraint on grammar and living
because they are bounded by immediate
experience (e.g., “evil spirits I know
about”) and thus are not fully intensional.
Rather, each member of the set has to be
inspected to see whether it is an evil spirit
or being with blood and, if so, whether it
is like other such beings.



Color terms

• “Experience of color is about as direct as
experience gets. […] Linguistically, color terms
exemplify a rare, arguably unique lexical field in
that its distinctions are directly traceable to
complex peripheral neural structures–in the
retina.” (Kay 2005, reply to Everett)

• The crucial questions:
– Are the meanings consensual and applicable to

unfamiliar objects?
– Are the color meanings non-compositional?



Pronouns

• Pirahã
SING PLURAL

ti tiaítiso

gí giaítso
hi hixaítso

• Chinese
SING PLURAL

wo women

ni nimen
ta tamen

The morpheme aítiso is glossed as ‘also’ in one of the early analyses of the
language (by Sheldon), and could be a systematic pluralizer of pronouns.
Everett (2007) discounts this analysis. Regardless, it is unclear how (lack
of) marking of grammatical number on pronouns has anything to do with
the Immediacy of Experience Principle, or whether it is a real ‘gap’.



Recursion

• Many languages turn complement clauses
into (special types of) noun phrases (e.g.,
Quechua, Turkish, Inuktikut…).

• In contrast, nominal marking is generally
not observed in cases of parataxis; instead,
the connected units are on ‘equal footing’.

• But even if Everett is right, can we be sure
there’s no recursion?



Recursion

• What're you having, conch? You ever see it
they take it out of the shell? You wouldn't
eat it.
– Maurice Zola: “five-five, weighed about one-fifteen and

spoke with a soft urban-south accent that had wise-guy
overtones, decades of street-corner styles blended and
delivered, right or wrong, with casual authority” (from
Elmore Leonard’s LaBrava):



Recursion

• This?

• Or this?

[S1 if [S2 S3 when S4] then S5]

S1 ? S2 ? S3



Recursion

• Moreover, the data presented show a kind
of ‘semantic recursion’ already:
– Evidential morphology EVID(p)
– Desiderative morphology DESID(p)
– Negation NOT(p)

• Do combinations like these obviate the
need for complex clausal structures of the
sort we see so frequently in English?



Conclusions

• It’s clear that there is a lot more to learn
about this language and its speakers.

• It likewise appears to be too early to draw
any strong conclusions about whether this
language is lacking ‘core design features’
relating to semanticity/displacement or
productivity.



Framing the question

• What factors determine whether one
language is more primitive than another?

Systematicity

Semanticity/Displacement
– Semantic primes

 Productivity
– Recursion

• Discreteness?



Discreteness

• “The Pirahã people communicate almost as
much by singing, whistling and humming as
they do using consonants and vowels.”
– Whistle speech: men only, used in hunting.

Kái’ihí  ‘ao          ‘aa-gá gáihí
paca possible   exist-be there
‘There is a paca.’

– Normal:

– Whistle:



Summary

• The range of linguistic diversity is huge; this
makes it all the more astounding that
languages have the same core properties,
the same expressive power, and are
acquired in the same way.

• That said, it is important to take potential
counterexamples seriously, and beware the
attraction of the ‘universal cookie cutter’.



Reaction papers

• The Universal Grammar Hypothesis, in particular the idea that the
uniquely – and universally – human, innate feature of language is
recursion (a mechanism that combines elements from a finite set of
discrete units to create an infinite set of outputs), is both compelling
and frustrating in its simplicity. Your job this week is to assess the
status this hypothesis as a foundation for the scientific study of
language, connecting your comments to this week’s readings and
lecture as well as to topics from earlier weeks. Issues you could
discuss include (but are not limited to):
– Is the UG Hypothesis falsifiable? What kinds of data would clearly show it

to be incorrect? Are Everett’s claims that Pirahã is such a
counterexample compelling?

– Does the UG Hypothesis determine a clear research program that has
the potential to explain the kinds of issues we have been discussing this
quarter (lingustic diversity, language acquisition, bilingualism, etc.)?

– Is it the ‘best game in town’, or are there alternative approaches to the
kinds of questions and problems that it is supposed to account for that
should be considered?


